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IMMERSION
?[Love is] a perpetual discovery, an immersion in the waters of reality, an unending
re-creation.? Octavio Paz
Early in May, we had a conditional
black belt instructor in Longmont give a
speech about Immersion. She killed it.
How?
She took over with a visual. Dunk a
rock in water--no matter what shade it'd
been while dry--and it'll be darker once
it's immersed. Pull it back out, let it dry
off, and it goes back to its original shade.
The instructor was making a point.
Immersion is a different state. It's
something we enter into like the rock. We
dive in, and we come back up. The waters
recede. We're left in a state of change,
ready for something new and more
challenging.
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?Compassion means full immersion in the condition of being human.? Henri Nouwen

Until we're ready to be immersed again.

There?s a parallel here to the journey to black belt. You first learn your white belt
basics? front punch, reverse punch, back fist, front kick, side kick? and these are,
fittingly, relatively simple, basic, foundational moves. By green belt you?re adding to your
arsenal and learning how to put the moves together, how to set them up, how to move. At
red belt these ?basics? merge into more sophisticated combinations with a multitude of
possible applications; it?s like adding to your vocabulary, using new words, but also using
in new ways that make them elegant, powerful, stunning.

FORT COL L I NS
(NEXT TO SUPER TARGET)
L ONGM ONT
(VI LLAGE AT THE PEAKS)
JOH NST OW N
(NEXT TO SCHEELS)

And it?s at this point, this stage of pursuit in the martial arts, that we introduce the first
experience of immersion. There?s a Japanese word, shugyo, that translates roughly as
"austere training." In practice, shugyo denotes a period of trial that is concentrated in the
extreme, a test to push you past the limits you thought you had. Forrest E. Morgan, an Air
Force Colonel and high-ranking black belt in kenpo, tae kwon do and other disciplines,
says this about his first experience with shugyo at a martial arts weekend seminar:
?The warrior drives himself, or is driven, to a level of endurance beyond what he
previously believed possible. The experience is both grueling and frightening, but the
warrior emerges from the ordeal feeling purified.?
Ripple Effect?s Black Belt Immersion tests follow in this tradition and are designed to
expose students to a multitude of martial artists and experiences. You?ll be ready. Keep
training, believe in yourself and give it all you?ve got.

?[ Ripple Effect instructors] get students to want to push themselves. The lessons learned go far
and above martial arts. Leadership, confidence, self esteem, respect for others and anti-bullying
are the cornerstones of the school.? Ben
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KIDS CORNER
Why I mmerse my Kid in Karate?
It?s an old saying, but kids?brains really are
?like a sponge.? They absorb virtually
everything they see, hear and do. Immersion is
akin to absorption with kids; that boundless
energy of body (?Johnny never stops!?) extends
to the mind as well. When they?re engaged in
rigorous physical activity that requires sharp
focus and sustained concentration, neurological
activity in kids? brains alights like New York
City on New Year?s Eve. It?s off the charts.
One form of immersion we hear a lot about is
in learning a second language. Who?s had four
years of high school French but can?t remember
how to ask for directions? Yet spend a semester
in Bordeaux, where the culture, the cuisine, the
schools and (of course) the language are all
steeped in French, and you develop a fluency.
And there's more. Many studies show that the
learning you gain is much less likely to be
forgotten; it?s rooted in you from the
experience, from the immersion.
This is especially true for kids. Think of how a baby learns to make her first vocalizations? by copying the simplest,
one-syllable sounds that she hears all day long from Mom and Dad. Babies are immersed in language, and once they start
to get it, they?re babbling and soon talking non-stop. They learn what words mean, they ask questions, they boost their
vocabulary. And they have further, more concentrated forms of immersion learning (like reading books and writing their
own thoughts down). The learning snowballs.
A recent scholarly review of 84 studies of cognitive function in children revealed that martial arts (along with certain
forms of meditative practice and Montessori teaching) ?produced the widest range of benefits in executive control tasks
when compared with ? team sports, board games, or adaptations to school curriculum.? Essentially, if you want to
sharpen your kids?thinking skills, immerse ?em in martial arts.
Your karate belt tests, where you perform all of your curriculum (to near perfection) in one session, is an introduction to
your martial arts immersion, a little dose. By the time you?re verging on black belt, you?ll be immersed in sessions of Chon
Ji and other single forms--all of which you may think you already know well--that might last hours ore more, immersing
yourself in the technique and function of every block, every kick, every stance and counter.
It?s amazing to see this progression build in kids. Thanks for keeping them on track, coaches.
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STUDENT

?While [my son was] in the
Little Ripple program, I saw
that the instructors really had
a passion for teaching their
art. Not to mention a massive
amount of patience.? Chianne
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NEW STUDENTS
FORT COLLI NS
Brayden Roumaya

Matthew Kindt

Kayden Embry-Duffy

Kaylee Kindt

Xaris Garcia

Bridget Kindt

Christian Edwards

Khyra Johnson

Leilani Craig

Julia Freeman

Emilio Aguilar

Don Bunn

Grayson Doran

Heather Bunn

Jill Mann

Dylan McShane

LONGM ONT
Declan McTague

Averi McKenzie

Millie McTague

Millie McKenzie

Russell Nemcosky
Charlotte Bacon
Millie Bacon
Ben Woelfe
River Polizzi
Noah Parker
Lainie McKenzie

Brian Kindt

Garrett Hughes
Wyatt Loeb
Grace Loeb
Makenzie Edwards

JOHNSTOWN

Charity Bennett
Sofi Sepulveda
Kayden Morey
Riley Stone
Shalina Blackburn
Lily-Mae Wolf
Eli Fernandez

LEADERSHIP
FORT COLLI NS

LONGM ONT

JOHNSTOWN
Jayden Seeba

Ben Luzader

Kyran Sanchez

Callan McClure

Silas Landreth

Roman Thompson

Bodhi Nix

Rayne Lambrecht

Rylan Vosbury
Xavi Shields
Francis Shields

Roman Evavold
Makenzie Edwards
Trevon Despres
Sammy Perez

